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Hence the condition for the price of linen in terms of cloth
being reduced, i.e. for the real ration of interchange being
turned against Germany, on account of her being compelled
E	G
to pay reparations, is that -^ is numerically greater than -~£ •
&l	U7
in other words, that EcG/>EjGc. That is to say, the condition
for the real ratio of interchange being turned against Germany
is that the product of the elasticities of the representative
American's and the representative German's marginal aversions
from surrendering domestic goods is greater than the product
of the elasticities of their marginal desires for foreign goods.
Thus the ratio of interchange is more likely to be turned
against the reparations-paying country, (1) the more elastic is
the marginal aversion to surrendering its own goods either in
the reparations-paying or in the reparations-receiving country,
and (2) the less elastic is the marginal desire for foreign goods
in either the reparations-paying or the reparations-receiving
country.
§ 12. A very important implication from our formula is
that, if both Ec and Gc or both Ez and Gj are infinite, that
is to say, if the marginal utility either of cloth or of linen is
constant to both America and Germany, the imposition of a
reparation levy leaves the ratio of interchange between them
unaffected. This is in line with the well-known domestic
trade proposition that, if a lump-sum tax in money is imposed
on the sellers of any commodity and transferred to the buyers,
provided that the marginal utility of money is unaffected
(constant) to both sellers and buyers, the price of the com-
modity will not be changed.
§ 13. The following further implications from our formula
in four limiting cases can be demonstrated in ordinary language
as follows :
First, if the elasticity of the representative American's
marginal aversion from surrendering American goods, Ec, is
infinite and none of the other elasticities are infinite, the ratio
of interchange must be turned against Germany. For the
marginal utility of American goods to Americans is not
diminished at all when, on account of reparations, they have
to surrender less American goods abroad in order to procure
the original quantity of German goods. Therefore, if the
original terms of interchange are maintained, they will con-

